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ABSTRACT
DIRAC is a freely distributed general-purpose program system for one-, two-, and four-component relativistic molecular calculations at
the level of Hartree–Fock, Kohn–Sham (including range-separated theory), multiconfigurational self-consistent-field, multireference con-
figuration interaction, electron propagator, and various flavors of coupled cluster theory. At the self-consistent-field level, a highly original
scheme, based on quaternion algebra, is implemented for the treatment of both spatial and time reversal symmetry. DIRAC features a very
general module for the calculation of molecular properties that to a large extent may be defined by the user and further analyzed through a
powerful visualization module. It allows for the inclusion of environmental effects through three different classes of increasingly sophisticated
embedding approaches: the implicit solvation polarizable continuum model, the explicit polarizable embedding model, and the frozen density
embedding model.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0004844., s

I. INTRODUCTION
DIRAC is a general-purpose program system for relativistic

molecular calculations and is named in honor of P. A. M. Dirac
(Program for Atomic and Molecular Direct Iterative Relativistic
All–electron Calculations), who formulated1 his celebrated relativis-
tic wave equation for the electron in 1928. The beginnings of the
DIRAC code can be traced back to the four-component relativistic
Hartree–Fock (HF) code written by Trond Saue during his mas-
ter’s thesis, defended at the University of Oslo, Norway, in 1991.
The original code stored all integrals, provided by the HERMIT
code,2 on disk, but during Saue’s Ph.D. thesis, defended in 1996,
the code was extended to direct Self-Consistent Field (SCF) with
integral screening3 and a highly original symmetry scheme based
on quaternion algebra.4 A postdoctoral stay in 1996–1997 with
Hans Jørgen Aagaard Jensen at the University of Southern Denmark
focused on molecular properties, with the implementation of the
calculation of expectation values and linear response functions5 at
the SCF level. Lucas Visscher, who had written a four-component
direct Restricted Active Space (RAS) Configuration Interaction (CI)
code for the MOLFDIR program system6 during his Ph.D. thesis,
defended at the University of Groningen in 1993, did a postdoc-
toral stay with Jens Oddershede in Odense during the years 1996–
1997 and joined forces and code with Jensen and Saue to create

the DIRAC program system. Since then, the main author team has
been joined by Radovan Bast and Andre Severo Pereira Gomes
in addition to almost 50 contributors, and Odense has since 1997
hosted an annual “family” meeting for DIRAC developers. In addi-
tion to the above authors, we would like to highlight the contri-
butions to the code infrastructure by Jørn Thyssen and Miroslav
Iliaš. The latest version of the code, DIRAC19,7 was released on
December 12, 2019.

In Sec. II, we give a brief overview of the DIRAC program.
Then, in Sec. III, we provide some implementation details, with
focus on features that are little documented elsewhere and/or may
be a source of confusion for DIRAC users. Throughout this paper,
we are using SI units.

II. PROGRAM OVERVIEW
A. Hamiltonians

Within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic
Hamiltonian may be expressed as

Ĥ = VNN +∑
i

ĥ(i) +
1
2∑i≠j

ĝ(i, j), VNN =
1
2 ∑A≠B

ZAZBe2

4πε0RAB
, (1)
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where VNN represents the repulsion energy arising from point nuclei fixed in space. Notwithstanding the challenges associated with specific
choices of the one- and two-electron operators ĥ(i) and ĝ(i, j), most quantum chemical methods can be formulated just from this generic
form. This becomes perhaps even more evident by considering the electronic Hamiltonian in the second quantized form

Ĥ = VNN +∑
pq

hp
qa†

paq +
1
4 ∑pqrs

Vpr
qs a†

pa†
r asaq,

hp
q = ⟨ p∣ĥ∣q⟩

Vpr
qs = ⟨ pr∣ĝ∣qs⟩ − ⟨ pr∣ĝ∣sq ⟩

. (2)

In this form, practical for actual implementations, the Hamiltonian
is given by strings of creation and annihilation operators combined
with one- and two-electron integrals. In relativistic calculations, the
integrals are generally complex, in contrast to the nonrelativistic
domain, and contain fewer zero elements, since spin symmetry is
lost.

The DIRAC code features several electronic Hamiltonians,
allowing for molecular electronic structure calculations at the four-,
two-, and one-component levels. Four-component relativistic cal-
culations are sometimes referred to as “fully relativistic” in con-
trast to “quasirelativistic” two-component calculations. However,
a fully relativistic two-electron interaction, which would contain

magnetic interactions and effects of retardation in addition to elec-
trostatics, is not readily available in the closed form, rendering this
terminology somewhat misleading. An overview over the most com-
mon choices for relativistic molecular Hamiltonians can be found in
Ref. 8.

The default Hamiltonian of DIRAC is the four-component
Dirac–Coulomb Hamiltonian, using the simple Coulombic correc-
tion,9 which replaces the expensive calculation of two-electron inte-
grals over small component basis functions by an energy correc-
tion. The one-electron part is the Hamiltonian ĥD of the time-
independent Dirac equation in the molecular field, that is, the field
of nuclei fixed in space,

ĥDψ = [
VeN c(σ ⋅ p)

c(σ ⋅ p) VeN − 2mec2][
ψL

ψS] = [
ψL

ψS]E,
VeN(r) =∑

A

−e
4πε0

∫
R3

ρA(r′)
∣r′ − r∣

d3r′

∫
R3
ρA(r)d3r = ZAe

, (3)

where c is the speed of light, σ is the vector of Pauli spin matri-
ces, p is the momentum operator, and VeN is the electron–nucleus
interaction. The default model of the nuclear charge distribution
is the Gaussian approximation,10 but a point nucleus model is
also available. The default two-electron operator of DIRAC is the
instantaneous Coulomb interaction

ĝC
(1, 2) =

e2

4πε0r12
, (4)

which constitutes the zeroth-order term and hence the nonrelativis-
tic limit11 of an expansion in c−2 of the fully relativistic two-electron
interaction in the Coulomb gauge. It should be noted, though, that
the presence of ĝC(1, 2) induces the spin–same orbit (SSO) interac-
tion, just as the presence of VeN induces the spin–orbit interaction
associated with the relative motion of the nuclei with respect to the
electrons.8 The spin–other-orbit (SOO) interaction may be included
by adding the Gaunt term, which is available at the SCF level. Spin–
orbit interaction effects may be eliminated by transforming to the
modified Dirac equation and removing spin-dependent terms.12 In
the quaternion formulation of SCF calculations in DIRAC, this cor-
responds to removing the three quaternion imaginary parts of the
Fock matrix.13

It is also possible to carry out four-component nonrelativis-
tic calculations using the Lévy–Leblond Hamiltonian,13,14 which is
equivalent to the Schrödinger Hamiltonian within kinetic balance.
The Schrödinger Hamiltonian is also available in DIRAC, but due to

its four-component form, the Lévy–Leblond Hamiltonian is better
integrated in the code, in particular for the calculation of molecu-
lar properties. Contrary to the Schrödinger Hamiltonian, the four-
component Hamiltonians are linear in vector potentials. In the rel-
ativistic case, the calculation of 3 × 3 second-order magnetic prop-
erty matrices thus requires the solution of just three linear response
equations, contrary to the scalar non-relativistic case that requires
the evaluation of at least six diamagnetic expectation values and
often solving more than three linear response equations; for exam-
ple, linear response equations become ten for paramagnetic spin–
orbit, Fermi-contact, and spin-dipole (PSO, FC, and SD) contribu-
tions to indirect spin–spin coupling between two nuclei.15,16 On the
other hand, in order to get the diamagnetic contributions converged,
special basis set considerations are necessary, usually expressed
through (simple) magnetic balance.17,18 In the case of the Lévy–
Leblond Hamiltonian, the diamagnetic contribution is calculated as
an expectation value over the scalar non-relativistic operator.11

A troublesome aspect of the Dirac Hamiltonian is the presence
of solutions of negative energy. Over the years, there has been exten-
sive work on eliminating the positronic degrees of freedom of the
Dirac Hamiltonian, leading to approximate two-component Hamil-
tonians, such as the Douglas–Kroll–Hess (DKH)19–21 and zeroth-
order regular approximation (ZORA)22–24 Hamiltonians. Various
flavors of the ZORA Hamiltonian have been implemented in
DIRAC,13 but only for energy calculations. DIRAC features
the very first implementation of a two-component relativistic

J. Chem. Phys. 152, 204104 (2020); doi: 10.1063/5.0004844 152, 204104-3
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Hamiltonian for molecular calculations where the one-electron
part reproduces exactly the positive-energy spectrum of the par-
ent four-component Dirac Hamiltonian.25,26 This implementation,
presented as the BSS Hamiltonian by Jensen and Iliaš,25 referring
to the previous work by Barysz, Sadlej, and Snijders,27 carried out
a free-particle Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation28 on the Dirac
Hamiltonian, followed by an exact decoupling of positive- and
negative-energy solutions. This two-step approach allows for the
construction of finite-order two-component relativistic Hamiltoni-
ans such as the first- and second-order Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamil-
tonians but is unnecessary for exact decoupling. The code was there-
fore superseded by a simple one-step approach, reported as the
Infinite-Order Two-Component (IOTC) Hamiltonian by Iliaš and
Saue.29 Due to the equivalence with the exact quasirelativistic (XQR)
Hamiltonian reported by Kutzelnigg and Liu,30 it was later agreed31

to name such Hamiltonians eXact 2-Component (X2C) Hamiltoni-
ans. The X2C decoupling transformation is available in matrix form
and is used to transform the matrix of any one-electron operator
to the two-component form, hence avoiding picture change errors.
For the two-electron integrals, DIRAC employs the uncorrected
two-electron operator supplemented with the atomic mean-field
approach for including two-electron spin–orbit interactions.32,33

Recently, the X2C code in DIRAC was rewritten in a more modular
and modern form by Knecht.34

For wave function-based correlation methods, the electronic
Hamiltonian is conveniently written in the normal-ordered form

Ĥ = EHF +∑
pq

Fp
q{a

†
paq} +

1
4 ∑pqrs

Vpr
qs {a

†
pa†

r asaq}, (5)

where EHF is the Hartree–Fock energy, Fp
q are elements of the Fock

matrix, and curly brackets refer to normal ordering with respect to
the Fermi vacuum, given by the HF determinant. For such calcu-
lations, DIRAC features the X2C molecular mean-field approach:35

After a four-component relativistic HF calculation, the X2C decou-
pling is carried out on the Fock matrix, rather than the Dirac
Hamiltonian matrix, whereas the two-electron operator is left
untransformed. In combination with the usual approximation of
neglecting core electron correlation, this limits the effect of picture
change errors to valence–valence electron interactions only: core–
core and core–valence electron interactions are treated with the
same accuracy as in the 4C approach.

Last but not least, DIRAC features one-component scalar rela-
tivistic effective core potentials (AREPs) as well as two-component
spin–orbit relativistic effective core potentials (SOREPs).36

B. Electronic structure models
1. Self-consistent field (SCF) calculations

At the core of DIRAC is an SCF module allowing for both
Hartree–Fock (HF)3 and Kohn–Sham (KS)37 calculations. These cal-
culations are Kramers-restricted and use a symmetry scheme based
on quaternion algebra that automatically provides maximum point
group and time-reversal symmetry reduction of the computational
effort.4 In nonrelativistic quantum chemistry codes, spin-restricted
open-shell SCF calculations employ Configuration State Functions
(CSFs) |S, MS⟩ of well-defined spin symmetry. However, in the rela-
tivistic domain, spin symmetry is lost, and so the use of CSFs would

require linear combinations of Slater determinants adapted to com-
bined spin and spatial symmetry, which is a challenge for a general
molecular code. We have therefore instead opted for the average-of-
configuration Hartree–Fock method38 for open-shell systems. Indi-
vidual electronic states may subsequently be resolved by a complete
open-shell CI calculation.39 Open-shell Kohn–Sham calculations use
fractional occupation.

SCF calculations are based on the traditional iterative
Roothaan–Hall diagonalization method with direct-inversion-in-
the-iterative-subspace (DIIS) convergence acceleration. By default,
the start guess is provided by a sum of atomic local-density approx-
imation (LDA) potentials, which have been prepared using the
GRASP atomic code40 and are fitted to an analytical expression.41

Other options include (i) bare nucleus potentials corrected with
screening factors based on Slater’s rules,42 (ii) atomic start based
on densities from atomic SCF runs for the individual centers,43

and (iii) an extended Hückel start based on atomic fragments.44

In each SCF iteration, orbitals are by default ordered according
to energy, and orbital classes are assigned by simple counting in
the following order: (secondary) negative-energy orbitals, inactive
(fully occupied) orbitals, active (if any) orbitals, and virtual orbitals.
The implicit assumption of relative ordering of orbital energies
according to orbital classes may cause convergence problems, for
instance, for f -elements where closed-shell ns-orbitals typically have
higher energies than open-shell (n − 2)f ones. Such convergence
problems may be avoided by reordering of orbitals combined with
overlap selection, pioneered by Bagus in the 1970s45 and nowa-
days marketed as the maximum overlap method.46 Overlap selection
also provides robust convergence to core-ionized/excited states.47

Negative-energy orbitals are treated as an orthogonal complement,
corresponding to the implicit use of a projection operator.48

An extensive selection of exchange-correlation energy func-
tionals, as well as their derivatives to high order, needed for prop-
erty calculations, is available for Kohn–Sham calculations. These
XC functional derivatives are provided either by a module written
by Sałek49 using symbolic differentiation or by the XCFun library
written by Ekström50,51 using the automatic differentiation tech-
nique. By default, Kohn–Sham calculations employ Becke partition-
ing52 of the molecular volume into overlapping atomic volumes,
where the numerical integration within each atomic volume is car-
ried out using the basis-set adaptive radial grid proposed by Lindh,
Malmqvist, and Gagliardi53 combined with angular Lebedev quadra-
ture. The XC contributions to energy derivatives or Fock matrix
elements are evaluated for a batch of points at a time, which allows
us to screen entire batches based on values of basis functions at these
grid points and enables us to express one summation loop of the
numerical integration as a matrix–matrix multiplication step.

2. Correlation methods

a. Four-index transformations. While the AO-to-MO index
transformations are subordinate to the correlation approaches
described below, some features are worth describing in a sepa-
rate section. Irrespective of the Hamiltonian that is used in the
orbital generation step, the approach always assumes that a large
atomic orbital basis set is condensed to a much smaller molecular
orbital basis. The result is the second-quantized, no-pair Hamilto-
nian in molecular orbital basis that is identical in structure to the
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second-quantized Hamiltonian encountered in nonrelativistic
methods [see Eq. (2)]. The main difference is the fact that the defin-
ing matrix elements in this Hamiltonian are in general complex due
to the inclusion of spin–orbit coupling in the orbital generation step.
As a consequence, integrals will not exhibit the usual eightfold per-
mutation symmetry familiar from nonrelativistic integrals. This is
even the case when higher point group symmetry is used to ren-
der the integrals real, as they may be a product of two imaginary
transition densities. Only for spin-free calculations, is it possible to
choose phase factors for the spinors in such a way that eightfold
permutational symmetry is recovered. For ease of interfacing with
nonrelativistic correlation implementations, such phase factors are
inserted in the final stage of the transformation when running in
the spin-free mode. The primary interface files that are generated
contain the (effective) one-body operator plus additional symmetry
and dimensionality information needed to set up the Hamiltonian.
The numerous two-body matrix elements are stored in separate files
that can be distributed over multiple locations in a compute cluster
environment with delocalized disk storage. The program is comple-
mented by a utility program that can convert the MO integrals to
formats used by other major quantum chemistry programs, such as
the FCIDUMP format,54 thus facilitating the interfacing55 of DIRAC
to other electron correlation implementations, such as MRCC,56

or even to quantum computers. With respect to the latter, a four-
component relativistic quantum algorithm was reported in Ref. 57.
More recently, DIRAC has been interfaced to the electronic struc-
ture package OpenFermion through a Python interface,58 thus allow-
ing for the calculation of energies and energy derivatives on a quan-
tum computer59 using either the full Dirac–Coulomb Hamiltonian
or the Lévy–Leblond Hamiltonian.

The implementation has been revised several times over the
years to account for changes in computer hardware architectures.
The current default algorithm for the most demanding transforma-
tion of the two-electron integrals uses an MPI type of parallelization
in which half-transformed integrals are generated from recomputed
AO integrals. If the total disk space is an issue, it is also possible to
employ a scheme in which only a subset of half-transformed inte-
grals is stored at a given time. The generation of one-body integrals
is less demanding and carried out by calling the Fock matrix build
routine from the SCF part of the program, with a modified density
matrix that includes only contributions from the orbitals that are
to be frozen in the correlation treatment. In the generation of these
integrals, it is possible to account for the Gaunt correction to the
Coulomb interaction, thereby making a mean-field treatment of this
contribution possible.35 Explicit transformation of additional inte-
grals over operators needed for the evaluation of molecular prop-
erties, or the inclusion of a finite strength perturbation in only the
electron correlation calculation, is also possible and handled by a
separate submodule.

The lowest-level correlation method is second-order Møller–
Plesset perturbation (MP2) theory, and an early integral-direct,
closed-shell implementation was realized by Laerdahl60 in 1997.
This implementation focuses on efficient, parallel calculation of the
MP2 energy for closed-shell systems. A more general implemen-
tation that also allows for calculation of the relaxed MP2 density
matrix was realized later by van Stralen61 as part of the coupled clus-
ter implementation discussed below. Both implementations use the
conventional MP2 approach; a more efficient Cholesky-decomposed

density matrix implementation was developed by Helmich-Paris.62

In this approach, the quaternion formalism, which has been devel-
oped in earlier works,63 was used to reduce the number of opera-
tions. A production implementation along these lines is planned for
the 2020 release.

b. Configuration interaction. The first implementation
(DIRRCI module) of restricted active space configuration inter-
action was taken from the MOLFDIR program6,64 and is briefly
described in Secs. 3.4 and 4.10 of Ref. 6, with more details on the
calculation of CI coupling coefficients given in Chap. 6.5 of Ref. 65.
This module is mostly kept for reference purposes as a more pow-
erful implementation of configuration interaction in DIRAC was
introduced later by Fleig and co-workers.66 A unique feature that
makes the DIRRCI module still of some interest is the handling of
any Abelian point group symmetry, and not just D2h and subgroups.
The implementation is capable of handling every possible Abelian
group as long as the respective multiplication table is provided. This
feature allows for treatment of linear symmetry (a feature lacking in
the MOLFDIR program) by merely changing the dimensions of the
arrays that hold the symmetry information. While the DIRRCI code
is no longer actively developed, some later extensions beyond the
MOLFDIR capabilities have been implemented, such as the (approx-
imate) evaluation of correlated first-order properties using the unre-
laxed CI density matrix by Nayak.67–69 This implementation allows
for the calculation of expectation values of one-electron property
operators over the CI wave functions.

The more recent KR-CI module is a string-based Hamiltonian-
direct configuration interaction (CI) program that uses Dirac
Kramers pairs from either a closed- or an open-shell calculation in
a relativistic two- and four-component formalism exploiting double
point-group symmetry. KR-CI is parallelized using MPI in a scal-
able way where the CI vectors are distributed over the nodes, thus
enabling the use of the aggregate memory on common computing
clusters.70,71 There are two choices for the CI kernel: LUCIAREL and
GASCIP.

The LUCIAREL kernel66,72 is a relativistic generalization of the
earlier LUCIA code by Olsen.73 It is capable of doing efficient CI
computations at arbitrary excitation levels, FCI, SDCI, RASCI, and
MRCI, all of which are subsets of the Generalized Active Space
(GAS) CI. The GAS concept74 is a central and very flexible fea-
ture (described in greater detail in Ref. 75) of the program that can
be applied effectively to describe various physical effects in atomic
matter. Apart from routine applications to valence electron correla-
tion,76,77 it has been used in other modern applications to efficiently
describe core–valence electron correlation78 and also core–core cor-
relation.79 These uses can be combined with excited-state calcu-
lations, even when greater numbers of excited states with varying
occupation types are required.80 In the latter case, typical CI expan-
sion lengths are on the order of up to 108 terms, whereas parallel
single-state calculations have been carried out with up to 1010 expan-
sion terms.81 If desired, KR-CI computes one-particle densities from
the optimized CI wave functions from which one-electron expec-
tation values of any property defined in DIRAC as well as natural
orbital occupations can be calculated.

The complete open-shell implementation (GOSCIP) of
MOLFDIR is used to obtain state energies after an average-of-
configuration Hartree–Fock calculation. For other uses, a more
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general and efficient GASCIP (Generalized Active Space CI Pro-
gram) module was originally written by Thyssen and Jensen for
KR-MCSCF and later parallelized and optimized by Jensen. This
very general CI implementation is primarily used for KR-MCSCF
and ESR calculations,82 but it is also available for KR-CI calcula-
tions. Another separate implementation is the spin-free version of
LUCIAREL, LUCITA, which fully exploits spin and boson symme-
try. LUCITA will consequently be faster for spin-free CI calculations
than KR-CI using the LUCIAREL kernel. LUCITA has also been
parallelized with MPI,83 in the same way as KR-CI.

c. Multiconfigurational SCF. The original KR-MCSCF imple-
mentation was written by Thyssen, Fleig, and Jensen84 and fol-
lows closely the theory of Ref. 85. Within a given symmetry sec-
tor, it allows for a state-specific optimization by taking advantage
of a Newton-step-based genuine second-order optimization algo-
rithm.85 The KR-MCSCF module was later parallelized70,71 using
MPI by Knecht, Jensen, and Fleig by means of a parallelization of the
individual CI-based tasks encountered in an MCSCF optimization:
(i) generation of the start vector, (ii) sigma-vector calculation, and
(iii) evaluation of one- and two-particle reduced density matrices
(RDMs). Moreover, its extension to an efficient treatment of lin-
ear symmetry (see Sec. III C)—both in the KR-CI part and in the
restriction of orbital–rotational parameters—was a central element
that allowed for a comprehensive study86 of the electronic structure
as well as of the chemical bond in the ground- and low-lying excited
states of U2 based on a simultaneous, variational account of both
(static) electron correlation and spin–orbit coupling.

d. Coupled cluster. The RELCCSD coupled cluster module87

is also derived from the MOLFDIR implementation, but in con-
trast to the DIRRCI module, it is still under active development. The
implementation uses the same philosophy as DIRRCI in demanding
only a point group multiplication table to handle Abelian symmetry.
Furthermore, in some cases, point group symmetry beyond Abelian
symmetry can be used to render the defining integrals of the sec-
ond quantization Hamiltonian real, using the scheme first outlined
in Ref. 88, but adjusted to work with the quaternion algebra used
elsewhere in DIRAC. The implemented algorithms work in the same
way for real and complex algebra, with all time-consuming opera-
tions performed by BLAS89 calls that are made via a set of wrapper
routines that point to the (double precision) real or complex ver-
sion, depending on the value of a global module parameter. In this
way, the need for maintenance of a separate code for real or com-
plex arithmetic is strongly reduced. Due to the dependence on BLAS
operations, shared memory parallelization is easily achieved by link-
ing in a multithreaded BLAS library. Parallelization via MPI can be
achieved in addition, as described in Ref. 90.

For the description of electronic ground states that can be
qualitatively well described by a single determinant, the standard
CCSD(T) model is usually the optimal choice in terms of perfor-
mance,91 with the code taking the trial CCSD amplitudes from an
MP2 calculation. As the RELCCSD implementation does not assume
time-reversal symmetry, it is possible to treat open-shell cases as
well. This is straightforward at the CCSD level of theory as the
specific open-shell SCF approach used to generate the orbitals is then
relatively unimportant and the implementation does not assume a
diagonal reference Fock matrix. For the implemented perturbative

triple corrections,92,93 a larger dependence on the starting orbitals
is observed, although performance is usually satisfactory for sim-
ple open-shell cases with only one unpaired electron. For more
complicated cases, it is often better to use the Fock space coupled
cluster (FSCC) model, in which multireference cases can also be
handled.

The relativistic use of the FSCC method94 has been pioneered
by Eliav and Kaldor, 95 and in the DIRAC implementation,96 one
is able to investigate electronic states that can be accessed by sin-
gle or double electron attachment or detachment, as well as singly
excited states, from a starting closed-shell reference determinant—
that is, states with up to two unpaired electrons. Most calculations
done with this method nowadays use their intermediate Hamilto-
nian97,98 (IH) schemes that remove problems with intruder states to
a large extent.99–102 The IH approach has been recently improved by
the very efficient Padé extrapolation method.103 As IH schemes often
use large active spaces, and the original Fock space implementation96

was designed with small numbers of occupied orbitals in mind, these
calculations can become rather memory-intensive.

We have also implemented the equation-of-motion coupled
cluster approach for the treatment of electron attachment (EOM-
EA), ionization energy (EOM-IP), and excitation energy (EOM-
EE).104 EOM-IP and EOM-EE can also be used to obtain core
ionization and excitation energies via the core–valence separation
approach.105 This complements the Fock space functionality for
treating electronically excited states, especially for species that can
be represented by a closed-shell ground-state configuration.106

e. Range-separated density functional theory. This method
allows for grafting of wave function-based correlation methods onto
density functional theory (DFT) without double counting of elec-
tron correlation.107 We have explored this approach combining
short-range DFT with long-range MP2 theory108 and CC model.109

f. Density matrix renormalization group (DMRG). If requested,
KR-CI provides a one- and two-electron integral file in the
FCIDUMP format,54 which allows for, for the active space specified
in the KR-CI input, relativistic density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) calculations110,111 with the relativistic branch of the DMRG
program QCMAQUIS.112,113 If desired, the DMRG program computes
the one-particle reduced density matrix for the optimized wave func-
tion in the MO basis and writes it to a text file that can be fed
back into DIRAC. This feature makes it possible to calculate (static)
first-order one-electron properties in the same way as described
below for SCF calculations. Moreover, this functionality also opens
up further possibilities to analyze the resulting wave function and
to calculate properties in real-space, as it was shown in Ref. 111
for a Dy(III) complex. For the latter functionality, the visualiza-
tion module (see Sec. II E) was extended with an interface to wave
functions optimized within the KR-CI/KRMCSCF framework of
Dirac.

C. Molecular properties
A common framework for the calculation of molecular proper-

ties is response theory. A less economical, but computationally easier
approach is to use a finite-field approach. Implementations for both
strategies are available in DIRAC.
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The property module of DIRAC has been written in a very
general manner, allowing user-defined operators. More precisely, a
four-component one-electron operator has the general form

P̂ =∑
k

fkMkΩ̂k, (6)

where f k is a scalar factor, Mk is a 4 × 4 matrix (I4, αx, Σy, . . . ),
and Ω̂k is a scalar operator. The user can choose between 21 dif-
ferent operators forms, Eq. (6) (for example, c(α ⋅ Ω̂) and f γ5Ω̂;
for the full list, see the manual on the DIRAC website114). For the
definition of specific scalar operators Ω̂, DIRAC benefits from the
extensive menu of one-electron operators in the HERMIT module.2

For convenience, a number of properties are predefined, as shown in
Table I.

1. SCF calculations
At the closed-shell SCF level, both for Hartree–Fock and for

Kohn–Sham, DIRAC allows for the calculation of molecular prop-
erties corresponding to expectation values as well as linear5,116 and
quadratic131,132 response functions. In addition, first- and second-
order residues of the quadratic response function have been pro-
grammed, allowing for the calculation of two-photon absorption
cross sections118 and first-order properties of electronically excited
states,133 respectively.

Linear response functions have been extended to complex
response through the introduction of a common damping term that

removes divergences at resonances.134 This allows for not only prob-
ing of second-order properties in the vicinity of resonances but also
simulation of absorption spectra within a selected window of fre-
quencies. In addition, complex response allows for the calculation of
properties at formally imaginary frequencies, such as C6 dispersion
coefficients.135

Excitation energies are available through time-dependent HF
and DFT.136 Restrictions may be imposed on active occupied
(and virtual) orbitals, hence allowing for restricted excitation win-
dow (REW) calculations47,137 of x-ray absorption spectra. Another
method available for core-excitation processes in molecules is
the static-exchange approximation (STEX).138 Transition moments
may be calculated with user-specified property operators. From
DIRAC20 onward, three schemes139 to go beyond the electric dipole
approximation in the calculation of oscillator strengths will be avail-
able in DIRAC. The first is based on the full semi-classical light–
matter interaction operator and the two others on a truncated inter-
action within the Coulomb gauge (velocity representation) and mul-
tipolar gauge (length representation). The truncated schemes can be
calculated in arbitrary order in the wave vector. All schemes allow
for rotational averaging.

NMR shieldings as well as magnetizabilities may be calculated
using London orbitals and simple magnetic balance.18 For KS calcu-
lations, non-collinear spin magnetization has been implemented132

and all required derivatives of exchange-correlation functionals are
provided.

TABLE I. Predefined molecular properties in DIRAC. EV is expectation value; LR is linear response; QR is quadratic response.

Keyword Electric properties EV LR QR References

.DIPOLE Electric dipole moment x

.QUADRU Traceless electric quadrupole moment x

.EFG Electric field gradients at nuclear positions x 115

.NQCC Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants x 115

.POLARI Electronic dipole polarizability tensor x 5 and 116

.FIRST Electronic dipole first-order hyperpolarizability tensor x 117

.TWO-PH Two-photon absorption cross sections x 118

Magnetic properties

.NMR Nuclear magnetic shieldings and indirect spin–spin couplings x 15 and 119

.SHIELD Nuclear magnetic shieldings x 15 and 119

.SPIN-S Indirect spin–spin couplings x 15

.MAGNET (Static) magnetizability tensor x 120 and 121

.ROTG Rotational g-tensor (DIRAC20) x 122

Mixed electric and magnetic properties

.OPTROT Optical rotation x 123

.VERDET Verdet constants x 124

Other predefined properties

.MOLGRD Molecular gradient 125

.PVC Parity-violating energy (nuclear spin-independent part) x 126 and 127

.PVCNMR Parity-violating contribution to the NMR shielding tensor x 128

.RHONUC Electronic density at the nuclear positions (contact density) x 129

.EFFDEN Effective electronic density associated with nuclei (Mössbauer) x 129

.SPIN-R Nuclear spin-rotation constants x x 130
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2. Correlation modules

a. Electronic ground state properties. The implementations for
obtaining density matrices for molecular properties are still under
development. For the single reference CCSD model, the current
available functionality is to obtain the unrelaxed one-particle density
matrix.140 For the MP2 model, for which orbital relaxation effects are
more important, the relaxed density matrix can be obtained.61 After
back-transforming to the AO basis, molecular properties can be
obtained in the same way as for SCF calculations. Alternatively, one
may also obtain matrix elements of property operators in the MO
basis and compute expectation values of CI wave functions and/or
include property operators as a finite-strength perturbation in the CI
or CC wave function determination. This allows for determination
of properties that break Kramers symmetry and has, for example,
been used for assessing the effect of an electric dipole moment of the
electron (eEDM) in molecular systems.141

b. Excited state properties. For properties that depend also
on the excited state density matrix, such as transition probabili-
ties, only limited functionality is available in RELCCSD. Transi-
tion intensities based on an approximate CI expression and the
dipole approximation for the transition moments have been imple-
mented for the Fock space coupled cluster model. Under develop-
ment, and planned to be available in the 2020 DIRAC release, is
an extension to the non-diagonal form of the finite field approach
in the Fock space CC. This approach allows for accurate calcula-
tions of the dipole moments of electron transitions in heavy atomic
and molecular systems.142 For KR-CI, the range of properties is
larger,70 and basically the same as for the electronic ground state.
These include molecule-frame static electric dipole moments,70,143

E1 transition matrix elements,70,144 and magnetic hyperfine inter-
action constants145 in electronic ground and excited states. More-
over, parity-reversal (P) and time-reversal (T) violating properties
are implemented as expectation values over atomic or molecular
KR-CI ground- and excited-state wave functions, in particular the
electron electric dipole moment interaction,146 the P,T-odd scalar–
pseudoscalar nucleon–electron interaction,143 and the nuclear mag-
netic quadrupole moment electron magnetic-field interaction.78

c. Electron propagator. The Algebraic Diagrammatic Con-
struction (ADC) is an efficient, size-consistent post-Hartree–Fock
method, which can be used to obtain molecular properties.147–150

With DIRAC, the calculation of single151 and double152 ionization
as well as electronic excitation153,154 spectra using the RELADC and
POLPRP modules is possible. Decay widths of electronic decay pro-
cesses can be obtained by the FanoADC-Stieltjes method.155 The
ionization spectra can be obtained at the level of ADC(2), ADC(2x),
and ADC(3) plus constant diagrams, while the electronic excitation
spectra are available at ADC(2) and ADC(2x) levels of accuracy.
Technically, the ADC implementation and the RELCCSD code share
much of their infrastructure.

d. Quasi-degenerate perturbation theory using configuration
interaction. A module is under development for description of
properties of quasi-degenerate states as encountered in open-shell
molecules. The focus has so far been on calculation of ESR/EPR g-
tensors,82 hyperfine couplings, and zero-field splitting. It is based on
the flexible GASCIP configuration interaction module.

D. Environments
A great deal of information can be extracted from gas-phase

electronic structure calculations, even for systems that are studied
experimentally in solution or other condensed phases. Nevertheless,
the environment can strongly modulate the properties of a system,
such as formation/reaction energies and response properties (e.g.,
electronic or vibrational spectra). It can therefore be important to
take into account the influence of the environment on the systems
of interest. A straightforward way to include the environment is
by performing calculations on large molecular systems or aggre-
gates, but this quickly becomes unwieldy already for HF and DFT
calculations, and for correlated electronic structure calculations
(Sec. II C 2), this strategy is largely unfeasible.

The alternative to such calculations is the use of embedding
approaches,156 in which the environment is treated in a more
approximate fashion with respect to the subsystem of interest,
see Fig. 1. Apart from the simplest possible embedding scheme,
using fixed point charges, DIRAC offers three different classes of
increasingly sophisticated embedding approaches: the implicit sol-
vation polarizable continuum model (PCM), the atomistic polar-
izable embedding (PE) model, and the frozen density embedding
(FDE) model; the latter is also referred to as subsystem DFT. In the
first two, the environment is treated classically, whereas for the latter,
all fragments are treated quantum mechanically, though generally at
different levels of theory.

FIG. 1. Pictorial depiction of the transition from the quantum mechanical model
to one of the multiscale models available in DIRAC for the aqueous solvation
of para-nitroaniline. Leftmost panel: a fully quantum mechanical cluster model.
Upper central panel: a frozen density embedding (FDE) (explicit) model. Middle
central panel: a quantum/classical discrete (explicit) model. Lower central panel:
a quantum/classical continuum (implicit) model.
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1. Polarizable continuum model (PCM)
The PCM is a quantum/classical polarizable model for the

approximate inclusion of solvent effects into quantum mechanical
calculations.157 It is a focused, implicit solvation model: the environ-
ment (usually a solvent) is replaced by a dielectric with permittivity
ε, and the mutual interaction between the quantum mechanical and
classical regions is described by the electrostatic polarization. The
model cannot describe specific, weak interactions between subsys-
tems, such as hydrogen bonding, but can give the first qualitative
estimate of solvation effects on many molecular properties.

The quantum mechanical region is delimited by a cavity, a
region of space usually constructed as a set of interlocking spheres
and hosting the QM fragment, see the lower central panel in Fig. 1.
Inside the cavity, the permittivity is that of vacuum (ε = 1), while
outside, the permittivity assumes the value appropriate for the envi-
ronment being modeled. For example, in the case of water, the
experimental value ε = 78.39 would be used. The electrostatic polar-
ization is represented as an apparent surface charge (ASC), which is
the solution to the integral formulation of the Poisson equation. The
coupling with the QM code at the SCF level of theory is achieved by
augmenting the usual Fock operator with an ASC-dependent envi-
ronment polarization operator. This results in minimal, localized
changes to the SCF cycle.

The implementation in DIRAC is based on the PCMSOLVER

library,158,159 which provides a well-defined interface to a stand-
alone computational backend. The PCM method is available for
mean-field (HF and DFT) wave functions. Additionally, static elec-
tric linear response properties can also be computed including the
effect of the solvent via the PCM.

2. Polarizable embedding (PE)
The PE model is a fragment-based quantum–classical embed-

ding approach for including environment effects in calculations
of spectroscopic properties of large and complex molecular sys-
tems.160–162 The effects from the classical environment on the quan-
tum subsystem are included effectively through an embedding
potential that is parameterized based on ab initio calculations. The
molecular environment is thus subdivided into small, computation-
ally manageable fragments from which multi-center multipoles and
multi-center dipole–dipole polarizabilities are computed. The mul-
tipoles and polarizabilities model the permanent and induced charge
distributions of the fragments in the environment, respectively. For
solvent environments, a fragment typically consists of an individual
solvent molecule, while for large molecules, such as proteins, a frag-
mentation approach based on overlapping fragments is used. The
resulting embedding potential is highly accurate163 and introduces
an explicitly polarizable environment that thus allows the environ-
ment to respond to external perturbations of the chromophore.164

The embedding-potential parameters can be conveniently produced
using external tools such as the PyFraME package,165 which auto-
mates the workflow leading from an initial structure to the final
embedding potential.

The current implementation of the PE model in DIRAC can
be used in combination with mean-field electronic-structure meth-
ods (i.e., HF and DFT) including electric linear response and tran-
sition properties where local-field effects, termed effective exter-
nal field (EEF)166,167 effects in the PE context, may be included.168

The model is implemented in the Polarizable Embedding library
(PElib)169 that has been interfaced to DIRAC.168 The library itself
is based on an AO density-matrix-driven formulation, which facil-
itates a loose-coupling modular implementation in host programs.
The effects from the environment are included by adding an effec-
tive one-electron embedding operator to the Fock operator of the
embedded quantum subsystem. The potential from the permanent
charge distributions is modeled by the multipoles, which is a static
contribution that is computed once and added to the one-electron
operator at the beginning of a calculation. The induced, or polarized,
charge distributions are modeled by induced dipoles resulting from
the electric fields exerted on the polarizabilities. This introduces a
dependence on the electronic density, through the electronic electric
field, and the induced dipoles are therefore updated in each itera-
tion of an SCF cycle or response calculation, similar to the procedure
used in the PCM.170

3. Frozen density embedding (FDE)
The FDE approach is based on a reformulation of DFT whereby

one can express the energy of a system in terms of subsystem
energies and an interaction term (see Ref. 156 and references
therein), which contains electrostatic, exchange-correlation, and
kinetic energy contributions, with the latter two correcting for the
non-additivity between these quantities calculated for the whole
system and for the individual subsystems. As in other embedding
approaches, we are generally interested in one subsystem, while
all others constitute the environment. The electron density for the
system of interest is determined by making the functional for the
total energy stationary with respect to variations of the said den-
sity, with a constraint provided by the density of the environ-
ment. The interaction term thus yields a local embedding potential,
vemb(r), representing the interactions between the system and its
environment.

The FDE implementation in DIRAC is capable of calculating
vemb(r) during the SCF procedure (HF and DFT) using previously
obtained densities and electrostatic potentials for the environment
on a suitable DFT integration grid, as well as exporting these quan-
tities. One can also import a precalculated embedding potential,
obtained with DIRAC or other codes,171 and include it in the molec-
ular Hamiltonian as a one-body operator.172 This allows for setting
up iterative procedures to optimize the densities of both the system
of interest and the environment via freeze–thaw cycles.173

At the end of the SCF step, the imported or calculated vemb(r)
becomes part of the optimized Fock matrix and is therefore directly
included in all correlated treatments mentioned above172,174 as well
as for TD-HF and TD-DFT. For the latter two, contributions aris-
ing from the second-order derivatives of interaction energy are
also available for linear response properties of electric175 and mag-
netic perturbations,176 though the couplings in the electronic Hes-
sian between excitations on different subsystems are not yet imple-
mented. The interaction term for the non-additive kinetic energy
contributions is calculated with one of the available approximate
kinetic energy functionals that can be selected via input.

E. Analysis and visualization
DIRAC features Mulliken population analysis.177 However, this

analysis should be used with caution due to its well-known basis-set
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dependence. An additional complication in the present case is that
the analysis distributes density according to scalar basis functions,
which is incompatible with two- or four-component atomic orbitals.
We have therefore introduced projection analysis, similar in spirit
to Mulliken analysis, but using precalculated atomic orbitals.178,179

The reference atomic orbitals may furthermore be polarized within
the molecule using the intrinsic atomic orbital algorithm.180,181 The
projection analysis furthermore allows for the decomposition of
expectation values at the SCF level into inter- and intra-atomic con-
tributions, which, for instance, has elucidated the mechanisms of
parity-violation in chiral molecules.127 It is also possible to localize
molecular orbitals, which is favorable for bonding analysis.179

The visualization module in DIRAC makes it possible to
export densities and their derivatives, as well as other quantities
(such as property densities obtained from response calculations), to
third-party visualization software commonly used by the theoretical
chemistry community such as Molden,182,183 as well as by less known
analysis tools such as the Topology Toolkit (TTK),184 with which we
can perform a wide range of topological analyses, including atoms-
in-molecules (AIM)185 with densities obtained with Hartree–Fock,
DFT, and CCSD wave functions. DIRAC can export such data in the
Gaussian cube file format, or over a custom grid.

DIRAC has been extensively used for the visualization of prop-
erty densities, in particular magnetically induced currents.186,187

More recently, shielding densities have been investigated in order
to gain insight into the performance of FDE for such NMR proper-
ties.173,176

As an illustration of the visualization module, we start from the
observation of Kaupp et al.188 that the spin–orbit contribution to

FIG. 2. Visualizing the analogy between the spin–orbit contribution to shieldings
and the indirect spin–spin coupling: isosurface plot of the spin–spin coupling den-
sity K(Hβ, I) in iodoethane (left panel; Fermi-contact + spin-dipole contributions),
compared with the spin–orbit coupling contribution to the shielding density σ(Hβ)
(right panel). The dihedral angle H–C–C–I is 180○.

the shielding σ(Hβ) of β-hydrogen of iodoethane follows closely the
Karplus curve of the indirect spin–spin coupling constant K(Hβ, I)
as a function of the H–C–C–I dihedral angle. The DIRAC program
makes it possible to isolate spin-free and spin–orbit contributions to
magnetic properties;11 this has allowed us to show that this connec-
tion is manifest at the level of the corresponding property densities
(Fig. 2).

F. Programming details and installation
The source code consists mostly of Fortran 77 and Fortran 90

codes, but some modules are written in C (exchange-correlation
functional derivatives using symbolic differentiation, pre-Fortran-
90 memory management) and C++ (exchange-correlation func-
tional derivatives using automatic differentiation, polarizable con-
tinuum model). Python is used for the powerful code launcher pam,
which has replaced the previous launcher written in Bash.

The code base is under version control using Git and hosted
on a GitLab repository server. The main development line as well
as release branches is write-protected, and all changes to these are
automatically tested and undergo code review. For integration tests,
we use the Runtest library 189 and we run the test set both nightly
and before each merge to the main code development branch.

Since 2011, the code is configured using CMake,190 which was
introduced to make the installation more portable and to make it
easier to build and maintain a code base with different program-
ming languages and an increasing number of externally maintained
modules and libraries. The code is designed to run on a Unix-like
operating system, but thanks to the platform universality of the
employed Python, Git and CMake tools, we have also been able to
adapt the DIRAC code for the MS Windows operating system using
the MinGW-GNU compiler suite.

G. Code documentation
The code documentation (in HTML or PDF format) is gener-

ated from sources in the reStructuredText format using Sphinx191

and served via the DIRAC program website.114 We track the doc-
umentation sources in the same Git repository as the source code.
In this way, we are able to provide documentation pages for each
separate program version, which improves the reproducibility of the
code and also allows us to document unreleased functionality for
future code versions. In addition to a keyword reference manual,
we share a broad spectrum of tutorials and annotated examples that
provide an excellent starting point for users exploring a new code
functionality or entering a new field.

H. Distribution and user support
The program is distributed in the source code form under a cus-

tom open-use license. Traditionally, we have distributed the code
to the community upon request, but starting with the DIRAC18
release,192 we have switched to distributing the source code and
collecting download metrics via the Zenodo service.193 We plan to
transition to an open source license (GNU Lesser General Public
License) in the near future to encourage contributions and simplify
the derivative work based on the DIRAC package. User support is
provided on a best-effort basis using Google Groups, with presently
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360 subscribers. Deliberate efforts in community building are also
reflected in the social media presence.194

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Basis functions

In the nonrelativistic domain, basis functions are modeled on
atomic orbitals, but with adaptions facilitating integral evaluation.
This has led to the dominant, but not exclusive use of Cartesian or
spherical Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs). Four-component atomic
orbitals may be expressed as

ψ(r) = [ψ
L

ψS] =
1
r
[

Pκ(r)ξκ,mj(θ,ϕ)
iQκ(r)ξ−κ,mj(θ,ϕ)], (7)

where Pκ and Qκ are real scalar radial functions and ξκ,mj are two-
component complex angular functions. The first four-component
relativistic molecular calculations in the finite basis approximation
met with failure because the coupling of the large ψL and the small
ψS components through the Dirac equation was ignored. Since the
exact coupling is formally energy-dependent, the use of the nonrel-
ativistic limit was made instead, leading to the kinetic balance pre-
scription.195–197 However, it is not possible to take this limit for the
positive- and negative-energy solutions of the Dirac equation at the
same time. Since the focus in chemistry is definitely on the positive-
energy solutions, the relativistic energy scale is aligned with the non-
relativistic one through the substitution E → E − mec2, whereupon
the limit is taken as

lim
c→∞

cψS
= lim

c→∞

1
2me
[1 +

E − V
2mec2 ](σ ⋅ p)ψ

L
=

1
2me
(σ ⋅ p)ψL. (8)

In practice, one may choose between one- and two-component
basis functions for four-component relativistic molecular calcula-
tions. The latter choice allows for the straightforward realization of
restricted kinetic balance,197 hence a 1:1 ratio of large and small com-
ponent basis functions, but requires on the other hand a dedicated
integration module. In DIRAC, we opted3 for Cartesian GTOs,

Gα
ijk(r) = Nxiyjzk exp[−αr2

], i + j + k = ℓ, (9)

since this gave immediate access to integrals of the HERMIT inte-
gral module,2 where the extensive menu of one-electron integrals
boosted functionality in terms of molecular properties.

DIRAC provides a library of Gaussian basis sets. The main
basis sets available are those of Dyall and co-workers,198–210 which
cover all elements from H to Og at the double-zeta, triple-zeta, and
quadruple-zeta levels of accuracy. They include functions for elec-
tron correlation for valence, outer core, and inner core, as well as
diffuse functions, in the style of the Dunning correlation-consistent
basis sets.211 In addition, many standard non-relativistic basis sets
are available for use with lighter elements. All Dyall basis sets are
used uncontracted; however, by default, the non-relativistic basis
sets are kept contracted for non-relativistic calculations and oth-
erwise for H–Kr (Z ≤ 36), for heavier elements, the basis sets are
uncontracted to get a better description of the restricted kinetic
balance in relativistic calculations. For this reason, the number of
basis functions is generally considerably larger than that in non-
relativistic calculations; however, this in fact gives better screening

in direct Fock matrix calculations and is therefore generally not a
problem in the SCF. For correlated calculations based on HF, the
usual procedure is to delete molecular orbitals with high orbital
energies.

B. SCF module for HF and KS calculations
The SCF module has some unique features that will be

described in the following. In the matrix form, the HF/KS equations
read

Fc = Scε, (10)

where F and S are the Fock/KS and overlap matrices, respectively,
and c refers to expansion coefficients. Before diagonalization, the
equations are transformed to an orthonormal basis,

F̃c̃ = c̃ε, F̃ = V†FV , c = V c̃, V†SV = I. (11)

As a simple example, we may take the Dirac equation in a finite basis,

[
VLL cΠLS

cΠSL VSS
− 2mec2SSS][

cL

cS] = [
SLL 0
0 SSS][

cL

cS]E. (12)

After orthonormalization, it reads

[
ṼLL cΠ̃LS

cΠ̃SL ṼSS
− 2mec2 ĨSS][

c̃L

c̃S] = [
ĨLL 0
0 ĨSS][

c̃L

c̃S]E. (13)

DIRAC employs canonical orthonormalization212 that allows for the
elimination of linear dependencies. However, the orthonormaliza-
tion step is overloaded as follows:

1. Elimination and freezing of orbitals: DIRAC allows for the
elimination and freezing of orbitals. Such orbitals are provided
by the user in the form of one or more coefficient files. This
part of the code uses the machinery of the projection analy-
sis discussed in Sec. II E. The selected orbitals can therefore
be expressed either in the full molecular basis or in the basis
set of some chosen (atomic) fragment. They are eliminated by
transforming them to the orthonormal basis and projecting
them out of the transformation matrix V. They may instead be
frozen by putting them back in the appropriate position when
back-transforming coefficients to the starting AO basis.
An example of the use of elimination of orbitals is a study of the
effect of the lanthanide contraction on the spectroscopic con-
stants of the CsAu molecule.213 Inspired by an atomic study
by Bagus and co-workers,214 the precalculated 4f -orbitals of
the gold atom were imported into a molecular calculation and
eliminated. At the same time, the gold nuclear charge was
reduced by 14 units, thus generating a pseudo-gold atom unaf-
fected by the lanthanide contraction. An example of the freez-
ing of orbitals is the study of the effect of the freezing of oxygen
2s-orbitals on the electronic and molecular structure of the
water molecule.179

2. Cartesian-to-spherical transformation: As already mentioned,
at the integral level, DIRAC employs Cartesian Gaussian-
type orbitals (GTOs), Eq. (9), since this allowed the use of
a non-relativistic integral code. Cartesian GTOs are particu-
larly suited for integral evaluation due to the separability in
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Cartesian coordinates, but in non-relativistic codes, the inte-
grals are typically subsequently transformed to the smaller set
of integrals over spherical GTOs,

Gα
ℓm(r) = Nrℓ exp[−αr2

]Yℓm(θ,ϕ). (14)

However, in relativistic calculations, the situation becomes
more complicated due to the kinetic balance prescription.
In the atomic case, the nonrelativistic limit of the coupling
between the large and small radial functions reads

lim
c→∞

cQκ =
1

2me
(∂r +

κ
r
)Pκ, (15)

which in the present case implies that if we start from a stan-
dard form of the radial function for large components, we end
up with a non-standard form for the small component radial
function, that is,

Pκ(r) = Nrℓ−1 exp[−αr2
]

⇒ Qκ(r) = N{(κ + ℓ − 1)rℓ−2
− 2αrℓ} exp[−αr2

].

Rather than implementing the transformation to the non-
standard radial part of the small component spherical GTOs at
the integral level, we have embedded it in the transformation
to the orthonormal basis.

3. Restricted kinetic balance: The use of scalar basis functions only
allows for unrestricted kinetic balance, where the small com-
ponent basis functions are generated as derivatives of the large
component ones, but not in the fixed two-component linear
combination of Eq. (8). This leads to the curious situation that
the small component basis is represented by more functions
than the large component one, e.g., a single large component
s-function generates three small component p-functions. In
DIRAC, we do, however, recover RKB in the orthonormal-
ization step. In the first version, RKB was obtained by noting
that the extra small component basis functions mean that there
will be solutions of the Dirac equation with zero large compo-
nents. In the free-particle case, these solutions will have energy
−2mec2. RKB was therefore realized by diagonalizing the free-
particle Dirac equation in the orthonormal basis, thus iden-
tifying and eliminating (as described above) these unphysical
solutions.
It was later realized that RKB could be achieved in a sim-
pler manner by embedding the transformation to the modified
Dirac equation12,13

Q = [
ĨLL 0
0 1

2mec Π̃
SL]

⇒

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ṼLL 1
2me

T̃LL

1
2me

T̃LL 1
4m2

e c2 W̃LL
− 1

2me
T̃LL

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

c̃L′

c̃S′

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

= [
ĨLL 0
0 1

4m2
e c2 T̃LL][

c̃L′

c̃S′], (16)

where

T̃LL
μν =

1
2me
∑
γ
Π̃LS
μγΠ̃

SL
γν = ⟨ χ̃μ∣

p2

2me
∣χ̃ν ⟩, (17)

W̃LL
μν =∑

γδ
Π̃LS
μγṼSS

γδ Π̃
SL
δν = ⟨ χ̃μ∣(σ ⋅ p)V(σ ⋅ p)∣χ̃ν ⟩, (18)

where the latter equalities follow from kinetic balance.196 The
metric on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) indicates a non-
orthonormal basis. A second canonical orthonormalization
transformation Ṽ is therefore introduced, so that the total
transformation, done in a single step, reads VQṼ.

4. Elimination of spin–orbit interaction: As shown by Dyall,12

transformation to the modified Dirac equation allows for a sep-
aration of spin-free and spin-dependent terms. In the quater-
nion symmetry scheme of DIRAC, we obtain such a separa-
tion by simply deleting the quaternion imaginary parts of Fock
matrices in the orthonormal basis.13

5. X2C transformation: The transformation to the eXact 2-
Component (X2C) relativistic Hamiltonian is carried out start-
ing from the modified Dirac equation in the orthonormal basis.
Working with a unit metric greatly simplifies the transforma-
tion.215

6. Supersymmetry: At the integral level, basis functions are
adapted to symmetries of D2h and subgroups. However, for
linear systems, we obtain a blocking of Fock matrices in the
orthonormal basis on the mj quantum number216 by diago-
nalizing the matrix of the ĵz operator in the orthonormal basis
and performing the substitution V → VUm, where Um are the
eigenvectors ordered on mj. This provides significant compu-
tational savings, in particular at the correlated level. Recently,
we have implemented atomic supersymmetry, such that the
Fock matrix gets blocked on (κ, mj) quantum numbers (to
appear in DIRAC20).217

C. Symmetry considerations
The DIRAC code can handle symmetries corresponding to

D2h and subgroups (denoted binary groups) as well as linear and
atomic (from DIRAC20) supersymmetries. At the SCF level, DIRAC
employs a unique quaternion symmetry scheme that combines time
reversal and spatial symmetry.4 A particularity of this scheme is that
symmetry reductions due to spatial symmetry are translated into a
reduction of algebra, from quaternion down to complex and possi-
bly real algebra. This leads to a classification of the binary groups as
follows:

● Quaternion groups: C1, Ci
● Complex groups: C2, Cs, C2h
● Real groups: D2, C2v, D2h.

At the SCF level, DIRAC works with the irreducible co-
representations obtained by combining the above spatial sym-
metry groups with time reversal symmetry.4 A source of con-
fusion for DIRAC users has been that occupations are given
for each irreducible co-representation at the SCF level. However,
one can show that starting from the binary groups, there are
at most two irreducible co-representations, distinguished by par-
ity. This means in practice that a single occupation number is
expected for systems without inversion symmetry, whereas occu-
pations for gerade and ungerade symmetries are given separately
otherwise.
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At the correlated levels, the highest proper Abelian subgroup of
the point group under consideration is used and the only improper
symmetry operation utilized is inversion. For the point groups
implemented, this leads to the following group chains:

● D2, C2v → C2
● D2h → C2h
● C∞v → C64
● D∞h → C32h.

The linear groups D∞h and C∞v are special as the number of
finite Abelian subgroups that can be used to characterize orbitals
is infinite. In practice, we map these groups to a 64-dimensional
subgroup, which is more than sufficient to benefit from symmetry
blocking in the handling of matrices and integrals and to identify
the symmetry character of orbitals and wave functions. The group
chain approach 218 in which each orbital transforms according to
the irreps of the Abelian subgroup as well as a higher, non-Abelian
group has an advantage that the defining elements of the second
quantized Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) are real for the real groups, even
though an Abelian complex group is used at the correlated level. The
transition between the quaternion algebra used at the SCF level and
the complex or real algebra used in the correlation modules is made
in the AO-to-MO transformation that generates transformed inte-
grals in the quaternion format, after which they are expressed and
stored in a complex (or real) form.219

The use of real instead of complex algebra gives a four-
fold speed-up for floating point multiplications. In RELCCSD, one
generic algorithm is used for all implemented point groups, with the
toggling between complex or real multiplications hidden inside a
wrapper for matrix multiplications. The LUCIAREL kernel has dis-
tinct implementations for real-valued and complex-valued Abelian
double point groups.72 For linear molecules143 and atoms,80 axial
symmetry is useful and implemented.86 For linear groups, an iso-
morphic mapping between total angular momentum projection
(along the distinguished axis) and group irreducible representation
is possible for all practically occurring angular momenta using the
64-dimensional subgroups defined above.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
DIRAC is one of the earliest codes for four-component rela-

tivistic molecular calculations and the very first to feature eXact 2-
Component (X2C) relativistic calculations.26 A strength of the code
is the extensive collection of, in part, unique functionalities. This
stems in part from the fact that the code has been written with gener-
ality in mind. There is a wide range of Hamiltonians, and most pro-
gram modules are available for all of them. The SCF module allows
for Kramers-restricted HF and KS calculations using an innovative
symmetry scheme based on quaternion algebra. In some situations,
though, for instance, in DFT calculations of magnetic properties, an
option for unrestricted calculations would be desirable in order to
capture spin polarization.

A number of molecular properties, such as electric field gradi-
ents,115 parity-violation in chiral molecules,126 nuclear spin-rotation
constants,220,221 and rotational g-tensors,122 were first studied in a
four-component relativistic framework with DIRAC. The freedom
of users to define their own properties combined with the availability

of properties up to the third order means that there are many new
properties waiting to be explored. Such properties may be further
analyzed through the powerful visualization module.

Another strength of DIRAC is the large selection of wave
function-based correlation methods, including MRCI, CCSD(T),
FSCCSD, EOM-CCSD, ADC, and MCSCF. As already mentioned,
the latter allowed for a detailed study of the emblematic U2 molecule,
demonstrating that the spin–orbit interaction reduces the bond
order from five222 to four.86 The MRCI and CC methods imple-
mented in DIRAC that account for more dynamic correlation have,
combined with the experiment, provided reference values for prop-
erties such as nuclear quadrupole moments,223,224 hyperfine struc-
ture constants,225 and Mössbauer isomer shifts.226 DIRAC also
provides theoretical input for spectroscopic tests of fundamental
physics, within both the standard model of elementary particles227

and tests of Beyond Standard Model (BSM) theories that give rise to
electric dipole moments of fermions.141,143,228

In recent years, DIRAC has been extended to include several
models for large environments: PCM, PE, and FDE, which opens
new perspectives. For instance, recently, EOM-CC was combined
with FDE to calculate ionization energies of halide ions in droplets
modeled by 50 water molecules.174 Another interesting development
for large-scale applications is that DIRAC in 2015 was one of the
13 scientific software suites chosen for adaption to the SUMMIT
supercomputer229 at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility
(OLCF). As of November 2019, SUMMIT was the world’s fastest
supercomputer, and DIRAC production runs are currently being
carried out on this machine.
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